The combined effects of radiation and mass transfer on a steady MHD two-dimensional Marangoni convection flow over a flat surface in presence of Joule heating and viscous dissipation under influence of suction and injection is studied numerically. The general governing partial differential equations are transformed into a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations by using unique similarity transformation. Numerical solutions of the similarity equations are obtained using the Runge-Kutta method along with shooting technique. The effects of governing parameters on velocity, temperature, and concentration as well as interface velocity, the surface temperature gradient, and the surface concentration gradient were presented in graphical and tabular forms. Comparisons with previously published work are performed and the results are found to be in excellent agreement.
Introduction
In recent years, many researchers have investigated the Marangoni convection and applied such convection to their problems. This is mainly because it is important in crystal growth melts and greatly influences other industrial processes. Nishino and Kawamura [1] stated that Marangoni convection negatively affects the quality of silicon crystals for semiconductors and the convection also occurs in heat pipe for heat radiation devices of personal computers. The surface tension gradient variations along the interface may induce the Marangoni convection. In particular, the surface tension gradients that are responsible for Marangoni convection can be due to gradients of temperature (thermal convection) and/or concentration (solutal convection). A lot of analyses in Marangoni convection have been discovered in various geometries and conditions. Some of experimental works linked to Marangoni convection were discussed in several papers by Arafune and Hirata [2] , Arafune et al. [3] , Galazka and Wilke [4] , Neumann et al. [5] , Arendt and Eggers [6] , Xu et al. [7] , and Christopher and Wang [8] .
On the other hand, the study of Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is important in the heat and mass transport process. The study of heat transfer is integral part of natural convection flow and belongs to the class of problems in boundary layer theory. The quality of heat transferred is highly dependent upon the fluid motion within the boundary layer. A large number of physical phenomena involve natural convection that was studied by Jaluria [9] , which are enhanced and driven by internal heat generation. In such flows the buoyancy force is incremented due to heat generation resulting in modification of heat transfer characteristic. The effect of internal heat generation is especially pronounced for low Prandtl number fluid. MHD is the study of motion of electrically conducting incompressible fluid in the presence of magnetic field, that is, an electromagnetic field interacting with the velocity field of an electrically conducting fluid. Hydromagnetic flows have become important due to industrial applications; for instance it is used to deal with the problem of cooling of nuclear reactor by fluid having very low Prandtl number that was studied by Itaru et al. [10] and Fumizawa [11] . Moreover, Al-Mudhaf and Chamkha [12] investigated the similarity It was realized that the studies of thermal radiation with heat and mass transfer are important in electrical power generation, astrophysical flows, solar power technology, and other industrial areas. Pathak and Maheshwari [13] have analyzed the influence of radiation on an unsteady free convection flow bounded by an oscillating plate with variable wall temperature. The effects of thermal radiation, buoyancy, and suction/blowing on natural convection heat and mass transfer over a semi-infinite stretching surface have been studied by Shateyi [14] . Moreover, Suneetha et al. [15] have investigated the radiation effects on the MHD free convection flow past an impulsively started vertical plate with variable surface temperature and concentration.
The effects of viscous dissipation and Joule heating are usually characterized by the Eckert number and the product of the Eckert number and magnetic parameter, respectively, and both have a very important part in geophysical flow and in nuclear engineering that was studied by Alim et al [16] , the effects of suction or injection on boundary layer flow also have a huge influence over the engineering application and have been widely investigated by numerous researchers. With this understanding, many researchers studied the effects of suction or injection in various geometries, for example, Borisevish and Potanin [17] for heat transfer near a rotating disk. Duwairi [18] and Chen [19] for MHD convection flow in the presence of radiation.
However, the study of the combined effects of mass transfer and radiation on steady MHD Marangoni convection flow of a dissipative fluid has received a little attention. Hence, the object of the present paper is to analyze the combined effects of radiation and mass transfer on steady MHD laminar Marangoni convection boundary layer flow of an electrically conducting fluid past a flat surface, by taking Joule heating and viscous dissipation under influence of suction or injection. The governing partial differential equations are reduced to a system of self-similar equations using the similarity transformations. The resultant equations are then solved numerically using the Runge-Kutta fourth order technique along with shooting method. The effects of governing physical parameters on the velocity, temperature, and concentration as well as surface velocity, surface temperature, and surface concentration gradient are computed and presented in graphical and tabular forms. To verify the obtained results, we have compared the present numerical results with previous work by Al-Mudhaf and Chamkha [12] . The comparison results show a good agreement and we are confident that our present numerical results are accurate.
Mathematical Analysis
A steady, two-dimensional, laminar boundary layer flow of a viscous incompressible electrically conducting and radiating fluid over a flat surface is considered. The fluid is assumed to be gray, absorbing but nonscattering. The -axis is taken along the surface and -axis normal to it. The surface is assumed to be in the presence of the surface tension due to temperature and concentration gradients at the wall. Further, a uniform magnetic field of strength 0 is applied normal to the surface which then produces the magnetic forces along the surface. The fluid is assumed to be slightly conducting, and hence the magnetic Reynolds number is much less than unity and the induced magnetic field is negligible in comparison with the applied magnetic field. Under the above assumptions and with the usual boundary layer approximations, the governing equations are [20] as follows.
Continuity equation
Momentum equation
Energy equation
Species equation
The boundary conditions for the velocity, temperature, and concentration fields are
where and V are the velocity components in the and directions, respectively. ] is the kinematic viscosity, Δ is the electric conductivity, is the surface tension, 0 is the uniform magnetic field strength, is the density of the fluid, is the specific heat at constant pressure, is the fluid temperature, ∞ is the fluid temperature far from the surface, is the species concentration, ∞ is the species concentration far from the surface, is the temperature gradient coefficient, * is the concentration gradient coefficient, is the dynamic viscosity, is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, is the radiative heat flux, and V is constant suction (V > 0) or injection (V < 0) velocity. The second, third, and fourth terms on the right hand side of (3) When we use the Rosseland approximation for radiation, the radiative heat flux can be simplified as [21] 
where * is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and * is the mean absorption coefficient. It is assumed that the temperature differences within the flow are small, so that the term 4 may be expressed as a linear function of temperature. Hence by expanding 4 in a Taylor's series about ∞ and neglecting higher-order terms,
Using (7) and (8), (3) reduces [22] :
where = / is the thermal diffusivity and Nr = 16 * 3 ∞ /3 * is the radiation parameter. Further, we use the similarity transformation by AlMudhaf and Chamkha [12] and the standard definition of the stream function such that = / and V = − / to obtain the similarity solution of the problems. The similarity transformations are given by
with being the length of the surface and Δ and Δ are the constant characteristics temperature and concentration, respectively. Substituting (10) into (2), (4), and (9), we obtain the following ordinary differential equations:
where primes denote differentiation with respect to , Pr = ]/ is the Prandtl number,
2 is the Eckert number, Sc = ]/ is the Schmidt number, (>0) is the constant suction parameter, and (<0) is the constant injection parameter. It should be mentioned here again that the viscous dissipation effect is examined using the Eckert number Ec, while the product of the Eckert number and the magnetic field parameter gives the joule heating.
The dimensionless form of the boundary conditions become
Solution of the Problem
The nonlinear ordinary differential equations (12) subjects to the boundary conditions (13) are solved numerically using the Runge-Kutta fourth order technique along with shooting method. In this method, it is most important to choose the appropriate finite value of the edge of boundary layer, → ∞ (say ∞ ), that is between 4 to 8, which is in accordance with the standard practice in the boundary layer analysis. First of all, higher-order nonlinear differential equations (12) are converted into simultaneous linear differential equations and they are further transformed into initial value problem by applying the shooting method. The resultant initial value problem is solved by employing Runge-Kutta fourth order technique. The initial step size ℎ = Δ = 0.01 is used to obtain the numerical solution with five decimal place accuracy as the criterion of convergence.
Results and Discussion
In order to get a physical insight into the problem, a representative set of numerical results are shown in Figures  1-18 which illustrates the influence of physical parameters namely, the magnetic parameter , Prandtl number Pr, radiation parameter Nr, Eckert number Ec, Schmidt number Sc, Suction, and Injection on the velocity ( ), temperature ( ) and concentration ( ), profiles as well as the reduced velocity at the interface, reduced heat transfer, and reduced mass transfer at the interface. Throughout the calculations, the parametric values are fixed to be Pr = 0.72, = 1.0, Nr = 0.5, Ec = 0.1, Sc = 0.6, and = 1.0, unless otherwise indicated. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the effect of magnetic parameter in the influence of suction and injection on velocity, temperature, and concentration profiles. Application of a transverse magnetic field results in a drag-like force called the Lorentz force. This force tends to slow down the movement of the fluid along surface and to increase its temperature and the concentration species. This is evident in the decreases in the velocities and increases in the temperature and concentration as increases. In addition, as the strength of magnetic field increases, the hydrodynamic velocity boundary layer decreases while the thermal and solutal (concentration) boundary layer. It is also noticed from Figure 1 that the wall velocity is nonzero due to the Marangoni or surface tension effect and it decreases as increases. These behaviors are depicted in Figures 1, 2, and 3 . Figure 4 illustrates the effect of Prandtl number Pr in the influence of suction and injection on temperature profile. The result indicates that the increasing of Prandtl number decreases the temperature profile. Effect of radiation parameter Nr on temperature of the fluid with the influence of the suction or injection parameter is presented in Figures 5, 6 , 7, and 8. Nr increases. Thus, radiation can be used to control the thermal boundary layers quite effectively.
In Figure 9 we can see the combined effects of Joule heating and viscous dissipation on heat transfer rate. When Ec = 0, there are no effects of Joule and viscous heating. It can be observed that − (0) reduced sharply with the increasing of Ec. Further, imposition of the fluid suction has the tendency to increase the interface heat transfer. On other hand, fluid injection tends to decrease the heat transfer rate at the wall but rapidly increase the rate as Ec > 3. Meanwhile in Figures 10, 11 , and 12 present the effect of the viscous dissipation on temperature profiles in the presence of suction and injection. It is noticed that increases as Ec increase the temperature. The influence of the Schmidt number Sc on the concentration of the fluid in presence of suction or injection parameter is presented in Figures 13 and 14 . Figure 13 presents the effect of Schmidt number Sc on the reduced species gradient, − (0), under the presence of different values of . It is noted that fluid suction or injection has the tendency to increase the interface mass transfer. The effect of Schmidt number Sc on the concentration is presented in Figure 14 . It is evident that the concentration decreases with an increase in Sc. Figures 15, 16 , and 17 illustrate the influence of the suction or injection parameter on the velocity, temperature, and concentration, respectively. Physically speaking, imposition of fluid suction ( > 0) at the wall has the tendency to decrease the fluid velocity and thickness of the hydrodynamic Table 1 : Comparison values of (0) and − (0) with different parameter M.
Al-Mudhaf and Chamkha [12] P r e s e n t (0) − (0) boundary layer. As a result, the fluid temperature and concentration boundary layer decrease as well. However, fluid injection ( > 0) produces the opposite effect, namely, an increase in the fluid velocity, temperature, and concentration. Al-Mudhaf and Chamkha [12] P r e s e n t (0) − (0) temperature gradient is found to be decreased in the presence of thermal radiation Nr. Furthermore, if we consider higher Prandtl number then we notice further reduction in the surface temperature gradient. Tables 1 and 2 show the comparison of (0) and − (0) with those reported by Al-Mudhaf and Chamkha [12] , which show an excellent agreement and we are confident that our present numerical results are accurate.
Further, Table 3 shows the effects of magnetic parameter , Prandtl number Pr, radiation parameter Nr, viscous dissipation Ec, Schmidt number Sc and suction on the physical parameters surface velocity gradient (0), surface temperature gradient − (0) and surface concentration gradient − (0), respectively. It can be seen that all of (0), − (0), and − (0) decrease as magnetic field parameter increases. − (0) increases as Prandtl number Pr increases. − (0) decreases as radiation Nr and viscous dissipation Ec increase. − (0) decreases as Schmidt number Sc increase and as suction parameter increases (0) decreases while − (0) and − (0) increase.
Conclusions
The combined effects of mass transfer and thermal radiation on a steady laminar MHD Marangoni convection boundary layer flow over a flat surface by taking the Joule heating and viscous dissipation in the influence of fluid suction and injection. The governing partial differential equations are reduced to a system of self-similar equations using the similarity transformations. The resultant equations are then solved numerically using the Runge-Kutta method along with shooting technique. Comparison with previously published work was performed and the results were found to be in excellent agreement. The effects of governing physical parameters on the velocity, temperature, and concentration as well as surface temperature gradient and surface concentration are computed and presented in graphical and tabular forms. It was found that the temperature increases as Eckert number Ec or radiation parameter Nr increases, while temperature decreases as Prandtl number Pr or magnetic field M increases, whereas concentration decreases as Schmidt number Sc increases. It can be drawn from the present results that when the radiation parameter increases, the heat transfer rate at the surface decreases. Meanwhile, the imposition of suction is to decrease the fluid velocity, temperature, and concentration profiles, whereas injection shows the opposite effects. It should be noted that results obtained in this work can used for the analysis of Marangoni flow and heat and mass transfer for flow over curved surfaces provided that the curvature is much greater than the boundary layer thickness.
